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Dear Peggy, 	 4/9/93 

Firdt I must tell you fran4y that I have received some documents 1-am not giving 

to you because of what I wrote you about earlier and you clearly have not thought 

through, your alunidi G-Girl faith in the Baltimore police internal investigation and 
rota 

what you uey4  be aware that you haveyTone, apologized for it and justified it. I have 

information that Adams in theory is anxious to get and he would have nothing to do with 

it. I also have reason to believe that idvingstone is getting information from inside it. 

I will give you the intimation because it involves Mary. 'iaith her concern for Buck 

at the present I am not ending it to her. again, I'm leaving it to your judgement be- 

cause I do not wqnt to do what might trouble her at all right now. 

There is one report that I do close. It is the report of someone who saw and spoke 

to Mary witledetail that she should be able to use to make a positive identification of 

this one working for Barry. 

Harry 4arently has access to her phone bills. He refers to a current one and says she 

make no long distance calls byt on March 8 she phoned Adams. 

I also have reason to believe that one of Harry's sources in Dallas is named Peter. 

This Peter saw the -two Garys besides her toward the end of last year. I do not know whether 

he is the source ref the report I refer to ablveolowLIdel4VW--  
Also toward the end of last year)pf  he referred to what "my phone man" has been doing. 

If Mary knows an Eileen there, she and those with her left bugs mkrex where they had 

been. This reminds me. When I was speaking to Mark Crouch yesterday he suggested that 

the woman who visited Mary who may 	been Richard's former girl friend and was probably 

working for Marry may have left 4  bug there. I have no indication that Mary was bugged. I 

had told Mark that I was getting daily nuisance calls and calls to which my greeting got 

no response until I shopped for a caller ID device on my phone and then arranged for it 

to be connteted, also on my phone. I've not had either kind of call since and it has 

beeneveral months. 

An emergency courtyession postponed my states attorney conference today. For the state 

of I'laryland, today is a legal holiday so the office had only a sekeleton staff. It is now 

set for next week. 

I wish you could recognize that if the internal police investigation were serious it 

would need no adJitional information from us and that if it were serious it would not be 

refusing precisely the ppoof it telt ;IOL it wanted. 

Best, 


